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EMERGENCY
luminaires

Led emergency luminaires maintained-non maintained 
operation. For wall mounting indoors. The family contains 
autonomous, self-testing and central battery system (CBS) 
luminaires. With 125lm light output and adjustable duration from 
2 to 7 hours. Suitable for use as emergency luminaires or exit signs 
by appying the required pictogram.

IP40 18m Ni-Cd

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED CBS

SLIM LEDs LIGHT 

IP42 15m Ni-Cd

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED CBS

SLIM LEDs LIGHT 

SYMBOLS EXPLANATION IP rating Viewing distance Battery SC Autonomous Central Battery System

Led emergency luminaires maintained-non maintained 
operation. For all indoors environments, wall or ceiling mounting. 
With base for recessed mounting on suspended ceiling. 
Autonomous luminaires with TEST button. With 100lm light output 
and 1,5 or 3 hours duration. Suitable for use as emergency 
luminaires or exit signs by applying the required pictogram.



SLIM LEDs LIGHT 

IP30 22m Ni-Cd

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED WIRELESS ADDRESSABLE

ADR
CBS

EASY LIGHT 

IP40 26m Ni-Cd

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED CBS WIRELESS ADDRESSABLE

ADR

ΚΜ640081
BS EN 60598-2-22

WEATHER LIGHT 

WEATHER LIGHT 

IP65 22m Ni-Cd

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED CBS WIRELESS ADDRESSABLE

ADR

IP65 26m Ni-Cd

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED CBS WIRELESS ADDRESSABLE

ADR

SUPER
CAPACITOR

Pictogram included Outdoor wall / ceiling mounting
Recessed wall / ceiling mounting

Wireless ADR Addressable

ΚΜ640081
BS EN 60598-2-22

ΚΜ640081
BS EN 60598-2-22

Led emergency luminaires maintained-non maintained 
operation. For wall mounting indoors. Autonomous self-testing 
with TEST button and central battery system (CBS) luminaires. With 
100lm light output and 1,5 or 3 hours duration.  Suitable for use as 
emergency luminaires or exit signs by applying the required 
pictogram.  They are suitable with a wooden base in 3 different 
colors (Cherry, Natural Cherry, Walnut)

Led emergency luminaires. For all indoors environments for wall 
or ceiling mounting. With base for recessed mounting on 
suspended ceiling.  The family includes autonomous, 
addressable and central battery system (CBS) luminaires.  With 
100lm to 480lm light output and 1,5, 3 or 8 hours duration.  
Suitable for use as emergency luminaires or exit signs by applying 
the required pictogram.  Networking capability ( addressable & 
wireless). They can be combined with a hanging double sided 
marking panel.

Led emergency luminaires non-maintained operation. 
Waterproof, ideal for refrigerators & cold rooms(-20°C). Wall or 
recessed mounting. Autonomous self-testing luminaires. With 
60lm light output and 1,5 or 3 hours duration. Suitable for use as 
emergency luminaires or exit signs by applying the required 
pictogram. Incoporates a bank of super capacitors instead of 
normal batteries and offers a 10 years guarantee.

Led emergency luminaires with maintained-non maintained 
operation. Waterproof, suitable for outdoor environments, wall or 
ceiling mounting. With base for recessed mounting on 
suspended ceiling. The family includes autonomous luminaires, 
addressable luminaires, and central battery system (CBS) 
luminaires. With 105lm to 480lm light output and 1,5 or 3 hours 
duration. Suitable for use as emergency luminaires or exit signs by 
applying the required pictogram.  Networking capability ( 
addressable & wireless).



EMERGENCY
luminaires

SYMBOLS EXPLANATION IP rating Viewing distance Battery SC Autonomous Central Battery System

SKYLINE LED

IP44 Ni-Mh

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED WIRELESS ADDRESSABLE

ADR

POWER LIGHT 

IP65

Pb

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED

WIRELESS ADDRESSABLE

ADR

IP42

ΚΜ640081
BS EN 60598-2-22

Linear emergency luminaire with maintained operation. Wall or 
ceiling mounted. With 250 lm, 110 lm or 15 lm for 1, 3 or 8 hours 
autonomous duration, selectable via dip switches. Suitable for 
use as emergency luminaires on spaces where linear lighting is 
used as well as illuminating points of interest (first aid posts, fire 
fighting equipment, call points).Networking capability 
(addressable & wireless). 

Led  head lamps emergency luminaires with non-maintained 
operation. The family includes models for indoors and 
waterproof, suitable for outdoors. Wall mounting with 2 rotated 
head lamps. Autonomous self-testing luminaires and central 
battery system (CBS) luminaires. With 700lm to 3200lm light output 
and 1,5 or 3 hours duration. Networking capability ( addressable 
& wireless). They can be used for emergency lighting on big and 
tall environments.

pending



BAU LIGHT 

IP54 15m Ni-Cd

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED CBS WIRELESS ADDRESSABLE

ADR
17m

Pictogram included Outdoor wall / ceiling mounting
Recessed wall / ceiling mounting

Wireless ADR Addressable

TETRAGONO LIGHT OLYMPUS LIGHT

SPOT LIGHT 

ΚΜ640081
BS EN 60598-2-22

IP65 Ni-Mh

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED CBSIP40 WIRELESS ADDRESSABLE

ADR

IP65 Ni-Mh

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED WIRELESS ADDRESSABLE

ADR
CBSIP42 IP65 24m Ni-Cd

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED WIRELESS ADDRESSABLE

ADR

Led emergency luminaires non-maintained operation. The family 
includes models for indoors and waterproof suitable for outdoors. 
Suitable for ceiling mounting. With base for recessed mounting 
on suspended ceiling. Autonomous luminaires, autonomous 
addressable luminaires and central battery system (CBS) 
luminaires. From 80lm to 280lm light output and 1,5 or 3 hours 
duration. Produced with 2 different lenses, 1 for escape routes 
and 1 for open areas. Networking capability (addressable & 
wireless)

Led emergency luminaires maintained operation. Waterproof, 
suitable for outdoors. Wall or ceiling mounting. Autonomous self-
testing luminaires. With 30lm up to 380lm and 1,5 or 8 hours 
duration. Suitable for use as emergency luminaires or exit signs by 
applying the required pictogram. Networking capability 
(addressable & wireless)

Led emergency luminaires non-maintained operation. The family 
includes models for indoors and waterproof suitable for outdoors. 
Suitable for ceiling mounting. With base for recessed mounting 
on suspended ceiling. Autonomous luminaires, autonomous 
addressable luminaires and central battery system (CBS) 
luminaires. From 120lm to 330lm light output and 1,5 or 3 hours 
duration. Produced with 2 different lenses, 1 for escape routes 
and 1 for open areas. Networking capability (addressable & 
wireless)

Led emergency luminaires maintained operation. Waterproof 
(IP54) suitable for indoor open spaces. Wall or ceiling mounting. 
The family includes autonomous addressable luminaires and 
central battery system (CBS) luminaires.  With 30lm up to 350lm 
and 1,5 or 8 hours duration. They can be used for emergency 
lighting(LL models) or for illuminated safety signs (HL models). 
Networking capability (addressable & wireless).



EMERGENCY
luminaires

SYMBOLS EXPLANATION IP rating Viewing distance Battery SC Autonomous Central Battery System

IP40 16m Ni-Mh

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED CBS

ECO LIGHT 

IP44 26m Ni-Mh

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED CBS

ECO LIGHT 

SUPER
CAPACITOR

ADDRESSABLE

ADR
30m 38m

WIRELESS ADDRESSABLE

ADR

ΚΜ640081
BS EN 60598-2-22

Ni-Cd

Led emergency luminaires with maintained operation. Suitable 
for wall or ceiling mounting. Autonomous luminaires, 
autonomous addressable luminaires and central battery system 
(CBS) luminaires. With 125lm up to 200lm light output and 3 hours 
duration. Used only for internally illuminated safety signs for 16, 30 
or 38 meters viewing distance. Networking capability 
(addressable & wireless).

Led emergency luminaires with maintained-non maintained 
operation. Suitable for wall or ceiling mounting. Autonomous 
luminaires, autonomous addressable luminaires and central 
battery system (CBS) luminaires. With 100lm light output and 1 
hour duration. Special model with supercapacitors, 20lm and 1 
hour duration. Used only for internally illuminated safety signs for 
26 meters viewing distance. Networking capability (addressable 
& wireless).



IP44 26m Ni-Mh

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED WIRELESS ADDRESSABLE

ADR
CBS40m 64m

ECO LIGHT 

LED LIGHT BOX

Pictogram included Outdoor wall / ceiling mounting
Recessed wall / ceiling mounting

Wireless ADR Addressable

IP54 20m Ni-Cd

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED

WIRELESS ADDRESSABLE

ADR

CBS

CONVERTERS

ECO LIGHT

IP40 30m Ni-Mh

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED 22m 30m Ni-Mh

IP42 15m Ni-Cd

SC
SELF 

CONTAINED CBS

Led emergency luminaires maintained operation. Suitable for 
wall or ceiling mounting. Autonomous luminaires and 
autonomous addressable luminaires. With 95lm or 125lm light 
output and 3 hours duration. Used only for internally illuminated 
safety signs for 30 meters viewing distance.

Led emergency luminaires with maintained operation. Suitable 
for ceiling or wall mounting. With base for recessed mounting on 
suspended ceiling. Autonomous luminaires, autonomous 
addressable luminaires and central battery system (CBS) 
luminaires. With 75lm and 3 hours duration. Used only for internally 
illuminated safety signs with models for 20, 22 and 30 meters 
viewing distance. Networking capability (addressable & 
wireless).

Led emergency luminaires maintained operation. Alluminium 
profile, IP44, suitable  for indoor open spaces, garage and 
industrial spaces. Ceiling or wall mounting. Autonomous 
addressable luminaires, central battery system (CBS) luminaires. 
With 1,5 or 3 hours duration. Used only for internally illuminated 
safety signs for 26, 40 or 64 meters viewing distance.  Networking 
capability (addressable & wireless).

The family GR-1004 is suitable for all fluorescent lamps. 1,5 or 3 
hours duration. The family GR-1107 cooperates with LEDs without 
internal circuits up to 60V or up to 100V operation voltage. 1,5 or 3 
hours duration. 350mA constant current and 3.8W maximum 
output power
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